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Do you have a sense that there’s more to life than what you’ve been experiencing up until now?




Do you dream of enjoying increased health and vitality, closer and more loving relationships, a more fulfilling vocation, the ability to give back to causes that you feel passionate about, and greater time and money freedom…




But you feel stuck in your present circumstances, and you’re not sure how to make your dreams a reality?




If your answer is “YES”, you are invited to attend my sessions, seminars and my programs.

Invest in yourself…and all in a safe, supportive environment designed to support you and your dreams.















Hypnotherapy

Hypnotherapy is guided hypnosis, or a trance-like state of focus and concentration achieved with the help of a hypnotherapist. This trance-like state is similar to being completely absorbed in a book, movie, music, or even one’s own thoughts or meditations. In this state, clients can turn their attention completely inward to find and utilize the natural resources deep within themselves that can help them make changes or regain control in certain areas of their life.
Hypnotherapy can be used to treat anxiety, phobias, substance abuse including tobacco, sexual dysfunction, undesirable spontaneous behaviors, and bad habits. It can be used to help improve sleep, learning disorders, communication, and relationship issues. Hypnotherapy can aid in pain management and help resolve medical conditions such as digestive disorders, skin issues, and gastrointestinal side effects of pregnancy and chemotherapy.
What to Expect ?
Although there are different techniques, hypnotherapy is generally performed in a calm, therapeutic environment. The therapist will guide you into a relaxed, focused state and ask you to think about experiences and situations in positive ways that can help you change the way you think and behave. Unlike some dramatic portrayals of hypnosis in movies, books, or on stage, you will not be unconscious, asleep, or in any way out of control of yourself. You will hear the therapist’s suggestions, but it is up to you to decide whether or not to act on them.
How Does Rapid Transformational Hypnotherapy Work?
Rapid Transformational Hypnotherapy for Abundance gives you all the instant benefits of years of therapy in just one session, by reprogramming the mind.
But there’s something specific going on when you rewire your brain, and it’s connected to your body’s neurons: the basic working units of the brain, designed to transmit information to other nerve cells, muscle, or gland cells.
These neurons form a neural network, or a ‘brain map’ that directs your brain to tell the rest of you what to do, think, and feel.
Studies show that while these neurons control everything about our bodies, we can constantly create new controls through a bodily process called neurogenesis.
And once these new control systems are created, research shows that our brains then treat old neurons that aren’t “plugged into the new network,” like survival of the fittest.
Which means new neurons win.
But once these new control systems are created and plugged in, they need to be told what to do.
These new brain cells receive programming through neuroplasticity — it’s the brain’s ability to create the neural pathways that tell you what to do.
But these pathways must be intentionally set.
Once the old neurons are out, we have to create a roadmap for the new neurons to follow. Research suggests that in remapping, we can improve our choices, create new habits, and even possibly forget old memories.
There is no such thing as being born lucky or more successful in life.
In short, we can literally reprogram who we are on a cellular level, to not just change the flow of abundance, but change our habits, thoughts, and even our characteristics to create and receive abundance naturally.
As a hands-on therapist to my clients, I use Hypnotherapy to unlock the brain’s natural ability and help clients literally rewrite their brains for performance, resolve past issues, and unlock their capacity for abundance.








Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR)

Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) is a form of psychotherapy in which the person being treated is asked to recall distressing images while generating one of several types of bilateral sensory input, such as side-to-side eye movements or hand tapping.
It is included in several guidelines for the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
It was developed by Francine Shapiro in the 1990s and has been controversial, with some critics calling it pseudoscience and there have been ongoing concerns over the quality of evidence, contradictory findings, significant rates of researcher bias. and dropout rates in studies.
The person being treated is asked to recall distressing images while generating one of several types of bilateral sensory input, such as side-to-side eye movements or hand tapping. The 2013 World Health Organization practice guideline says that “Like cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) with a trauma focus, EMDR aims to reduce subjective distress and strengthen adaptive beliefs related to the traumatic event. Unlike CBT with a trauma focus, EMDR does not involve (a) detailed descriptions of the event, (b) direct challenging of beliefs, (c) extended exposure, or (d) homework”.
The proposed mechanisms that underlie eye movements in EMDR therapy are still under investigation and there is as yet no definitive finding. The consensus regarding the underlying biological mechanisms involve the two that have received the most attention and research support: (1) taxing working memory and (2) orienting response/REM sleep.
According to the 2013 World Health Organization practice guideline: “This therapy [EMDR] is based on the idea that negative thoughts, feelings and behaviours are the result of unprocessed memories. The treatment involves standardized procedures that include focusing simultaneously on (a) spontaneous associations of traumatic images, thoughts, emotions and bodily sensations and (b) bilateral stimulation that is most commonly in the form of repeated eye movements.”
Salkovskis in 2002 reported that the eye movement is irrelevant, and that the effectiveness of EMDR was solely due to its having properties similar to CBT, such as desensitization and exposure.











Person Centered Counseling

Person-centered therapy, also known as person-centered psychotherapy, person-centered counseling, client-centered therapy and Rogerian psychotherapy, is a form of psychotherapy developed by psychologist Carl Rogers beginning in the 1940s and extending into the 1980s. Person-centered therapy seeks to facilitate a client’s self-actualizing tendency, “an inbuilt proclivity toward growth and fulfillment”, via acceptance (unconditional positive regard), therapist congruence (genuineness), and empathic understanding.
Person-centered therapy, now considered a founding work in the humanistic school of psychotherapies, began with Carl Rogers, and is recognized as one of the major psychotherapy “schools” (theoretical orientations), along with psychodynamic psychotherapy, psychoanalysis, classical Adlerian psychology, cognitive behavioral therapy, existential therapy, and others.
Rogers affirmed individual personal experience as the basis and standard for living and therapeutic effect. Rogers identified six conditions which are needed to produce personality changes in clients: relationship, vulnerability to anxiety (on the part of the client), genuineness (the therapist is truly himself or herself and incorporates some self-disclosure), the client’s perception of the therapist’s genuineness, the therapist’s unconditional positive regard for the client, and accurate empathy. This emphasis contrasts with the dispassionate position which may be intended in other therapies, particularly the more extreme behavioral therapies. Living in the present rather than the past or future, with organismic trust, naturalistic faith in your own thoughts and the accuracy in your feelings, and a responsible acknowledgment of your freedom, with a view toward participating fully in our world, contributing to other peoples’ lives, are hallmarks of Rogers’ person-centered therapy. Rogers also claims that the therapeutic process is essentially the accomplishments made by the client. The client having already progressed further along in their growth and maturation development, only progresses further with the aid of a psychologically favored environment.
Although client-centered therapy has been criticized by behaviorists for lacking structure and by psychoanalysts for actually providing a conditional relationship, it has been shown to be an effective treatment.
Expanding upon Rogers work theorists have since condensed the Six Necessary and Sufficient Conditions into three Core Conditions. It is believed that the most important factor in successful therapy is the relational climate created by the therapist’s attitude to their client. He specified three interrelated core conditions:
Congruence – the willingness to transparently relate to clients without hiding behind a professional or personal facade.
Unconditional positive regard – the therapist offers an acceptance and prizing for their client for who he or she is without conveying disapproving feelings, actions or characteristics and demonstrating a willingness to attentively listen without interruption, judgement or giving advice.
Empathy – the therapist communicates their desire to understand and appreciate their client’s perspective.
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Today you are one step closer to a new you where you feel empowered and on a positive path to growth and wellbeing.
My goal is to help you uncover your true potential and lead a life that is in alignment with the best version of your self.  By applying solution-focused counseling, complementary therapy approaches and techniques, we will unearth long-standing behaviour patterns or negative perceptions that may be holding you back from experiencing a more fulfilling and meaningful life.

If you’re looking for extra support and guidance through a challenging situation (like an exam, a move, manifesting your dreams) or you’re just ready to move in a new direction in your life, I look forward to working with you to achieve your goals.
At my practice, I apply evidence-based therapeutic methods and dynamic-relational counseling to tend to your psyche.
While the psyche is rooted in our internal, non-physical perceptions, it is profoundly intertwined with our somatic experiences; the care of both our mental states and human interactions is fundamental to a healthy relationship with ourselves and others, and an overall wellness in our lives.









I practice from a humanistic approach that is trauma-informed and tailored to each client’s needs. I believe that trauma is a universal human experience that can be complex in nature or characterized by the struggles of daily life. My approach creates a warm, reflective environment where people gain capacity for personal growth and a deeper understanding of human experience. I blend complementary approaches to support clients in living a more value-driven and meaningful life.
I view people holistically. My experience includes 7 years of providing therapeutic services in nonprofit community mental health. I strive to create a nonjudgmental, safe space where people have the capacity to explore their thoughts, feelings, and intuitions in order to overcome life’s obstacles. I take a collaborative, strengths-based approach to therapy and join my clients in their journey to self-discovery.
I also have first hand experience in exploring the complexities of career satisfaction as well as career transition, having originally been educated and practiced as an Naturopathic Doctor for many years prior to becoming a psycho-Hypnotherapist.
Lilianna will coach you, teach you and mentor you, and guide you through powerful and life-changing program with lessons, exercises & activations to help you activate and fully embody your inner power, and supercharge your health, wellness, healing, rejuvenation & wellbeing on all levels of your body, mind & spirit.
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ISSUES

 
Eating disorders

Anxiety

Relationship Issues

Depression

Infertility

Life Transitions

Stress Management

Anger Management

Grief

Spirituality

Substance Abuse

Men’s & Women’s Issues

Coping Skills
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I believe that we all have an innate wisdom and capacity to know the solutions to our problems but we may not be aware of our potential.

In an increasingly challenging world, how does one stay grounded and navigate inner and outer conflict?

I strive to help clients tap into their inner resources to cultivate psychological balance and well-being to address these challenges.
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TYPES OF THERAPY

 
Positive  Psychology

Humanistic Approach

Strength-Based

Coping Skills

Emotional Disturbance

Family Conflict

Self-Esteem

Stress

Trauma Focused

Psyche Wellness Therapy
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ABOUT ME










I am a Professional Counselor and Hypnotherapist who has over 20 years combined work experience in the Therapeutic field.
I treat the full range of emotional issues in adults. After a careful evaluation, I utilize the best of contemporary therapeutic thinking, along with modern herbalism, nutrition, body work and relaxation to help clients maximize their psychological growth and development.
Beyond being qualified, however, research has consistently shown that the most important factor in therapeutic outcomes is the quality of the relationship between the client and therapist.  Naturally, then, you would want to know more about me before making an appointment to discuss matters that are most personal to you.
My joy in life is helping people move toward a future not just get over a past. I am committed to providing my clients with in depth practical approaches for enhancing their lives and changing unhelpful patterns.
My practice provides a place for men&women seeking to make positive changes in their lives. Specializing in trauma, addictions, depression, and anxiety, my goal is to help you successfully navigate through life’s difficult times. Together we work through uncertainty, confusion, and feeling “in between” life’s roles. Collaboratively, we will develop goals and select effective techniques, ways and treatments to help you achieve theses goals.
Have you ever desired a listening ear by turning to those close to you or having no one to turn to, yet the challenges continue to be consuming? You want someone to be genuine and authentic. You are feeling weighed down with everyday life. It feels like life is spiraling out of control. You have noticed changes in your mood, risky behaviors, difficulties in relationships, challenges with work-life balance, or adjusting to changes in your life. Maybe you have noticed that past events are unresolved or you are suddenly feeling overwhelmed and stressed.






Everyone needs someone and deserves to be supported. No one should feel alone in their journey of life, especially when faced with challenges. I offer support to others using a solution focused approach. I incorporate talk therapy and/or creative and alternative ways to explore the core issue(s).
knowing how intimidating and overwhelming it can be to start this process. I make it priority to offer a safe, and non-judgmental space to support you in achieving a holistic quality of life. I want to help you use tools to navigate life’s challenges. You have a story and it matters. You can continue to write your story or shift the narrative today.
From over 20 years of training, teaching, and practice, I have developed a holistic view of my clients integrating a psychodynamic / developmental perspective with other evidence based interventions such as Hypnotherapy, Meditation, Mindfulness, Motivational Interviewing, and Breathing Techniques in order to best support my clients in their journey.
Clients work with me to understand themselves and to devise practical solutions to their problems. I work with clients on both personal and professional issues around their goals and life satisfaction.
I describe myself as an eclectic therapist and integrate traditional, creative arts and body-centered therapies to align with individual needs and preferences. As a humanistic counselor, yoga teacher and visual artist, I’ve experienced the healing power of the body/mind/spirit connection, and witnessed it’s impact on others.














BACKGROUND



 

 

 

	Humanistic Psychotherapy and Coaching
	Person-Centered Counseling GwG (Society for Scientific Counseling Psychotherapy e.V. Association for Psychotherapy and Counseling)
	Bachelor of Science Degree Alternative Medicine
	Hypnotherapist
	Business & Personal Developement Coach
	Holistic Nutritionist, Food & Health Coach and Naturopath
	Ayurvedic Nutrition & Phytotherapy
	Visionary Craniosacral Work Milne Institute Inc. (MII)
	Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) – Trauma Therapy
	Progressive Muscle Relaxation according to Jacobson with Seminar Leader’s License
	Breathing Therapy – Pranayama
	Mental Healing (Huna, Ho’oponopono, Activation of Self-Healing Through Laying-on, Shamanism)
	Herbalist, Bach Flower and Aromatherapist
	Meditation & Yoga Teacher for Individuals and Groups
	Certified Massage and Wellness Therapist specialized in Foot & Head Reflexology, Thai Yoga Massage,  Hot Stone Massage, Sports Massage
	International Seminar Instructor & Lecturer
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TESTIMONIALS









Her work is so deep and unique! If you've got beautiful visions of impact and creating a difference on this planet and you're committed to be a better version of yourself, then i highly recommend you to work with this woman. She's a magic woman!













" She is truly present every moment with you when having breakthroughs and really seeing you for who you really are. Her biggest transformational aspect is finally letting yourself see that your heart can be free."













"She is a wonderful therapist! She is very professional , caring, kind, and empathetic. She is a great listener and always finds a way to get to the root of the problem to find a solution! She also has a great sense of humour and somehow manages to help me see things in a similar positive and upbeat way. The enrolment process to start seeing her was a breeze and she's always made herself available since. Scheduling sessions has always been easy as well. I would recommend her services to anyone!." 













 "Lillianna is absolutely the best mentor I ever had. A very genuine, heart-centered, powerful and inspirational therapist and teacher. She is a very committed, spiritual leader who knows how to enlighten the hearts of many people. She is an endless source of wisdom. She also helps you to create strategies for dealing with limited beliefs. Her love for life overflows, and will help others live the life they deserve to have."













"Lilianna is the best counselor I've ever visited. She's worked with me through a very difficult time to my current state of happiness. She listens intently, calls me out when necessary, and truly is a master of her craft. I continue to work with Lilianna on a regular basis and will continue to do so as I evolve."













 "She gave me the tools to allow me to become who I was really meant to be. What I love about Lilianna and her programs is how practical they are. It’s more than just mindset, it’s more than just building a vision of your dream. It’s actual practical steps of what you can do every day in order to make that vision a reality. I would highly recommend any one of Lilianna’s actual practical steps of what you can do every day in order to make that vision a reality. Lilianna has impacted my life in incredible ways. I’ve been working on self-development issues for many years. Her step by step process has been the scaffolding around me that has continued to elevate my own thinking and what I can do and become in the world."













Working with Lilianna is life-changing, transformative, and deeply healing. She is a fierce advocate for people stepping into their power and authentic truth, and living their lives and businesses on their own terms, no matter what. Very few people I know are as fiercely committed as she is to the empowerment of others and liberation. Lilianna has helped me regain my true authentic power in a way no other mentors have. She helped me bring all of me in my life in a way that feels truly congruent. - Ania Engelhardt.













Lilianna is more than just a mentor, she is someone who stands for you and holds you in those uncomfortable places. She sees who you can be and holds the space for you as you grow into it. I have learned how to stand in my power. - Helena Lindberg.













Lilianna truly walks the talk. The way she embodies ease, confidence, wealth and abundance is how I also want to live my life and run my business. Through her guidance, I experienced how it feels to create content that is authentic and powerful in an easy, flowing way, rather than it being forced and hard. She holds nothing back in sharing her wisdom and business knowledge, and she genuinely cares about our success and growth. - Jeremy Gustavson.

Click Here
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FAQs

 





What about confidentiality ?

Confidentiality is one of the most important components between a client and psychotherapist. Successful therapy requires a high degree of trust with highly sensitive subject matter that is usually not discussed anywhere but the therapist’s office. Every therapist should provide a written copy of their confidential disclosure agreement, and you can expect that what you discuss in session will not be shared with anyone.





What is therapy like ?

Because each person has different issues and goals for therapy, therapy will be different depending on the individual. In general, you can expect to discuss the current events happening in your life, your personal history relevant to your issue, and report progress (or any new insights gained) from the previous therapy session.





Why do people go to therapy and how do I know if it is right for me ?

People have many different motivations for coming to psychotherapy. Some may be going through a major life transition (unemployment, divorce, new job, etc.), or are not handling stressful circumstances well. Some people need assistance managing a range of other issues such as low self-esteem, depression, anxiety, addictions, relationship problems, spiritual conflicts and creative blocks. Therapy can help provide some much needed encouragement and help with skills to get them through these periods. Others may be at a point where they are ready to learn more about themselves or want to be more effective with their goals in life. In short, people seeking psychotherapy are ready to meet the challenges in their lives and ready to make changes in their lives.





How can Therapy or Hypnotherapy help me ?

A number of benefits are available from participating in therapy. Therapists can provide support, problem-solving skills, and enhanced coping strategies for issues such as depression, anxiety, relationship troubles, unresolved childhood issues, grief, stress management, body image issues and creative blocks. Many people also find that counselors can be a tremendous asset to managing personal growth, interpersonal relationships, family concerns, marriage issues, and the hassles of daily life. Therapists can provide a fresh perspective on a difficult problem or point you in the direction of a solution. The benefits you obtain from therapy depend on how well you use the process and put into practice what you learn. Some of the benefits available from therapy include:
• Attaining a better understanding of yourself, your goals and values
• Developing skills for improving your relationships
• Finding resolution to the issues or concerns that led you to seek therapy
• Learning new ways to cope with stress and anxiety
• Managing anger, grief, depression, and other emotional pressures
• Improving communications and listening skills
• Changing old behaviour patterns and developing new ones
• Discovering new ways to solve problems in your family or marriage
• Improving your self-esteem and boosting self-confidence





Do I need therapy ?

Everyone goes through challenging situations in life, and while you may have successfully navigated through other difficulties you’ve faced, there’s nothing wrong with seeking out extra support when you need it. In fact, therapy is for people who have enough self-awareness to realize they need a helping hand, and that is something to be admired. You are taking responsibility by accepting where you’re at in life and making a commitment to change the situation by seeking therapy. Therapy provides long-lasting benefits and support, giving you the tools you need to avoid triggers, re-direct damaging patterns, and overcome whatever challenges you face.
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You are human. I am too.

by Lilianna Heitmann | Mar 30, 2024 | Nicht kategorisiert
You are human. I am too. Take a deep breath now with me, and exhale everything you’ve been holding inside. You are safe here. You are home now. You can rest... There are times to stand up and fight, to be strong and brave and mighty. And you have done that so well....


read more
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Spring Transformations

by Lilianna Heitmann | Mar 23, 2024 | Nicht kategorisiert
In the faces of the disillusioned multitude, weary from witnessing the relentless march of destruction across our globe and the labyrinthine entanglement of seemingly insurmountable issues, one cannot help but wonder if the prospect of a transformative renewal akin to...


read more
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by Lilianna Heitmann | Jan 24, 2024 | Nicht kategorisiert
Within a moment of silence, all is known that needs to be known. Within a moment of breath, all of life surrounds you…from the stars, the sun, the trees and all of humanity. Within a moment of a smile, love embraces the universe and beyond. It only takes a moment of...


read more
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What you pay attention to – expands.

by Lilianna Heitmann | Jan 10, 2024 | Nicht kategorisiert
The other day I was scrolling through Instagram. It was a moment of weakness. As a rule, whenever I catch myself mindlessly scrolling, I try to turn off the device. Of course Instagram fights back against these attempts at self discipline, by serving me the exact...


read more
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Winter Solstice in Newgrange/Ireland

by Lilianna Heitmann | Dec 21, 2023 | Nicht kategorisiert
Newgrange entrance: The Winter Solstice brings some Neolithic magic to the 5200-year-old mound of Newgrange in Ireland. On the three days surrounding the Winter Solstice, light from the rising sun enters the roof box over the entrance, moves down the passageway, and...


read more
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Mindfulness

by Lilianna Heitmann | Nov 19, 2023 | Nicht kategorisiert
Mindfulness is about being fully immersed in the present. One of the reasons this is so important is because life is speaking to us right now, offering crucial guidance and insight underneath our racing thoughts. Not yesterday or tomorrow. Right now ... Tune in. In...


read more
			






 











CONTACT










Telephone:



0041-76-2664558






Email:



info@liliannaheitmann.com
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Email



Reference



Message



Privacy

Privacy


By using this form you agree to the storage and processing of your data through this website. The link to the privacy policy can be found in the footer line.
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30,00 CHF

plus Shipping Costs


	
[image: ]EVERYDAY MATCHA IZUMI 30G

22,00 CHF

plus Shipping Costs


	
[image: ]PREMIUM MATCHA HORAI 30G

39,00 CHF

plus Shipping Costs


	
[image: ]SUPER PREMIUM MATCHA TEN 30G

49,00 CHF

plus Shipping Costs





















In the hush of dawn, where the world is but a whis


	                    [image: In the hush of dawn, where the world is but a whisper, lies the miracles of transformation, as seen in the dance of seasons. There, where the earth awakens, and the air hums with promise, life reveals its sacred rhythm. For what we learn is this: that life, in its eternal cycle, knows no end, and love, in its boundless grace, transcends the veil of time. As for me, Spring arrives as the symphony of birdsong, the nectarous tang of rhubarb’s embrace, and the soft caress of pussy willow gracing my humble vase. It’s the tender touch of grass underfoot, the painterly strokes of purple crocuses against cerulean skies, and the gentle tickle of dandelion fuzz carried on a breeze. Spring, in its effervescent splendor, becomes a sanctuary of sensory abundance, a welcome invitation to revel in the marvels of creation’s endless renewal. 🌸🌸🌸 #springtime #löwenzahn #dandelions #daisies #stokrotki #gänseblümchen #luzern #lucerne #mountainphotography #fieldsinbloom #meadowsinthemountains #renewal #effervescence #transformation #awakeningofflora #awakeningoflife #wiosnawpełni #frühlingsblumen #splendor #salutogenese]







The sun rising on the horizon is more than a good 
            [image: The sun rising on the horizon is more than a good sign; it’s a powerful omen to say that we can still hope and dream. Every day is a new chance to change and make it better for a brighter future. #magnolias #peartree #blossomingtree #springwalks🌸 #springtime #walkingmeditation #lucerne_switzerland #blütenpracht @switzerland.ch #🌸🌸 #🙏🏻🙏🏻❤️ #gratefulmindset #mindsetmatters #mindsetmentor #happyvibeshappylife #meggenhorncastle #sweetspring2024 #meggenhorn #breatheinnature #breatheandbe  #luzern #salutogenese #loveyourself]







In the faces of the disillusioned multitude, weary
[image: In the faces of the disillusioned multitude, weary from witnessing the relentless march of destruction across our globe and the labyrinthine entanglement of seemingly insurmountable issues, one cannot help but wonder if the prospect of a transformative renewal akin to the gentle unfurling of spring remains but a distant dream. This notion, embodied by the delicate metamorphosis of butterflies, raises a pressing question: what catalyst is required to reignite the flame of hope within these disheartened souls, allowing the burgeoning vitality of spring to penetrate not only the external world but also the recesses of their innermost being? Yet, for many, the path to reconnection is fraught with obstacles. Scar tissue, both physical and emotional, serves as a poignant reminder of past traumas, of the ways in which we have been thwarted in our pursuit of authenticity. And yet, if we can but attune ourselves to the murmurs of our innermost selves, we may find the strength to transcend these barriers, to reclaim our inherent vitality. How tenderly we might tend to one another’s inner garden, nurturing the seeds of self-awareness, offering solace and encouragement as they begin to take root.  For if my conjectures hold true, this inner voice... this silent sentinel of the soul... holds within it the key to our collective liberation, guiding us ever onwards towards the full realization of our human potential.  #🌞day #🌸🌸  #springtimevibes #springtransformation #healingwounds #emotionalhealth #emotionalscars #itstimeforchange #itstimeforhealing #salutogenese #healingvibrations #vulnerabilityisstrength #vulnerability #freshenergy #renewal #letitgo #transcend #yourpotential #liveyourpotential #unlockyourpotential #becomeyourbestself #expresswhoyouare #bewhoyouare #yourtrueself]







Enjoy the moment
            [image: Enjoy the moment]







In the realm of blooming hours, 
Where whispers of
            [image: In the realm of blooming hours,  Where whispers of warmth caress the air, Spring emerges, a delicate dance, With petals unfurling in tender trance. In this season’s tender grace,  Nature whispers secrets,  Each bud a tale untold, In gardens of dreams unfold. The sun, a gentle lover’s embrace, Kisses the earth with golden grace, Awakening life from wintry slumber, In the heart’s chambers, love’s ember. O, how the blossoms sway and sigh, In the breeze’s soft lullaby, With each breath, a new beginning, In the symphony of nature’s singing. Let us wander, hand in hand, Through fields of daffodils and dandelions grand, In the garden of our dreams, we’ll find, Eternal spring, forever entwined. #🌸 #🌼 ##🌸🌸  #salutogenese #springtimevibes #lucerneswitzerland #frühlingsanfang #frühlingsblumen #gloriousspringday #abundantmindset #abundantblessings #frühlingspracht #blossomingtree #blossomingheart #blossoming #erblüht #springiscoming #springbeauty #magnificent #breatheinthemoment #springmoments]







As I wandered through the permaculture garden, I f
            [image: As I wandered through the permaculture garden, I found myself accompanied by curious peacocks and a fluffy cat, their playful presence adding charm to my stroll. 🦚 👀 They are huge, majestic birds that seem to be in a realm of their own.  The peacock has been depicted in art since the ancient times and is seen as a symbol of beauty, rebirth and wealth, as well as of sinful pride. The birds originally came from India over 4,000 years ago where they were symbols of beauty, prosperity, spiritual awakening and royalty and from the 1800s, they began to populate Western culture.  🦚🤩👀 He has a hypnotic appearance, don’t you think? Watching him dance during the mating season is a great pleasure experience. Like other bird species exhibiting sexual dimorphism, only the male peafowls have eye-catching color and lovely decorative tail feathers. The females are also beautiful but feature subtler colors like gray and brown, no blue.  Females do not fan out their feathers in the way we know a peacock to do because this behavior, called „train rattling,“ is exhibited only by males trying to woo a potential mate. the word „peacock“ refers to the male and „peahen“ to the female. When male peacocks rattle their tails (scientists have measured it at about 25 times per second) to attract females, the female both sees the display and feels it in her crest. #peackock  Some psychics believe, if you start to see peacocks often, whether live birds or images, this could be a sign to pay more attention to what’s going on in your life. Peacocks symbolize the seven chakras of the body; they contain extremely powerful energy that can keep away the evil eye. #permaculturegarden #permaculturelife #permacultureswitzerland #salutogenese #beautifulbirds #pfau #outdoorphotography #matingseason #majesticbirds #mindfulmoments #naturemoments #imgarten #gartenvögel #beautifulgarden #outdoorsurprise #walkwithme #aufdemland #mystroll]










	                    [image: After an absolutely stunning late-winter trek, I’m back at the cable car, and guess what? It’s time for my „happy dance“!  Overflowing with gratitude for the sheer wonders of this world! Woohoo! 🎉 The subject today is love. And for tomorrow as well. As a matter of fact, I know no better topic for us to discuss...  Until we all die! 👀✨🤗🙏🏻😂 #stockhütte #klewenalp #salutogenese #happydance #myhappymoments #myhappydance #switzerland_pics #wintertrek #latewintersnow #aboutlove #snowday❄️ #swissmountains #swissmoments #overflowing #overjoyed #schneewanderung #outdoorphotography #outdooradventures #whatreallymatters #waszählt]







Maybe I don’t know the names of all the mountain


	                    [image: Maybe I don’t know the names of all the mountain peaks in the Alps, but I know every one here. I know that soon the ground will be covered with white-and- yellow flowers.... It’s what happens when I’m on a hike all of the hills slopes call out: Look at me. Listen to me. Love me. Make life with me. 🌼🍀🌞 #mountainpeaks #snowymountains #swissalps #stockhütte #salutogenese #mindfullife #mindfulmoments #nearby #sunnyday #breathedeeply #breathingtechniques #breathingpeace #spaceforgrowth #snowyhills #hikingtherapy #breathingtherapy #meditateeveryday #walkingmeditation #whilewalking #enjoythemoment #enjoyyourday #enjoyingtheview]







The Rosengart Collection in Lucerne puts a clear e


	                    [image: The Rosengart Collection in Lucerne puts a clear emphasis on Classic Modernism, featuring the works of several artists. A major part of the gallery is devoted to Pablo Picasso and Paul Klee. The inexhaustible world of Picasso’s ideas, his stylistic innovations and transformations, with his strongest and most lasting influence on modernism, are already impressively revealed in the 1st room, with works on paper created between 1904 and 1941. The earliest drawings in the collection Rosengart collection were created in Paris, where the Malaga-born artist moved in 1904. Picasso lived and worked at the time in a sparsely furnished studio in Montmartre. Thanks to Siegfried and Angela Rosengart’s friendship with Picasso, extending over several decades, with Siegfried and Angela Rosengart, Pablo Picasso, perhaps the twentieth century’s most stimulating artist, is represented in the Collection with 32 impressive paintings dating mainly from his late period. Moreover, Picasso’s artistic mastery and creative vitality are attested by around one hundred drawings, watercolours and graphic and sculptural works. This collection is complemented by some fascinating photographs by David Douglas Duncan. The thematic diversity of Picasso’s work and his prolific pictorial imagination can be seen in works such as Women with Straw Hat on a Floral Background, Marie-Thérèse (1938) and Woman Playing with a Dog (1953). #salutogenese #rosengart #lucerne #artinswitzerland #kunstinluzern #pablopicasso #paulklee #artlover #artofinstagram #classicmodernism #rosengartcollection #kunstmuseum #adaywithart #whatilove #picasso #modigliani #mindfulart_meditation #mindfulartstudio #enjoyart #bildergallerie #artgallery #artcollection #modernism #mindfullivingmatters #mindfullife #achtsamkeitimalltag #achtsamesleben]







Magical places along the road...
I do believe in 


	                    [image: Magical places along the road... I do believe in an everyday sort of magic  - the inexplicable connectedness we sometimes experience with places, people, works of art and the like; the eerie appropriateness of moments of synchronicity; the whispered voice, the hidden presence, when we think we’re alone. #SnowyMountainAdventure #AlpineHike #SwissSnowscape #MountainMagic #WinterWonderland #PeakExploration #hikemore #NatureTherapy #SwissAlpsQuest #SnowySummits #hikergirl #FrostyTrails #MountainBliss #SnowyTrailTales #frozentrails #AlpineEuphoria #HikingJoy #SnowyPeaks #MountainMarvels #SwissSnowJourney #peakexperience #SnowyTranquility #TrailTrekking #wintermood #MountainZen #SnowySerenity #SummitSpectacle #AlpineAdventure #swissmountains #snowmagic]







The highest point I can obtain is not Knowledge, o
[image: The highest point I can obtain is not Knowledge, or Virtue, or Goodness, or Victory, but something even greater, more heroic, and more despairing: Sacred Awe! Yes!  This is one of my daily shots of awe .... Life’s too short for mundane moments! In the rhythm of life, we’re not just after the ordinary but the extraordinary. Today, I embraced awe, letting it course through me, filling every part of who I am with wonder and respect… In life’s intricate tapestry, it’s not the mundane threads that captivate, but the extraordinary ones that weave through our days, leaving us spellbound by their brilliance. ✨❄️✨❄️✨ #salutogenese #brilliance #snowday #mythenregion #spellbound #sacredknowledge #aweandwonder #lucerne #mythen #extraordinary #embracingbeauty #embracingnature #dailyshots #rhythmofnature #rhythmoflife #breathingtechniques #breathwork #healingbreath #healingherbs #timeforchange #timeforhealing #mindfulmoments #winterbeauty❄️ #clearskyclearmind #meditateeveryday #meditationteacher]







Within a moment of silence, all is known that need


	                    [image: Within a moment of silence, all is known that needs to be known. Within a moment of breath, all of life surrounds you… from the stars, the sun, the trees and all of humanity. Within a moment of a smile, love embraces the universe and beyond.  It only takes a moment of being open to the wisdom, the beauty and the Grace. 🌀 Turn off, unplug, find Silence. The Happiness, the Comfort, the Answers are all there waiting for you, in the Silence. ✨❄️🌀❄️✨ #snowday #winterwonderland #sonnenberg #salutogenese #winterbeauty #listentoyoursoul #listentosilence #silentmoment #wintergrace #walkinginnature #snowwalk #mindfulwalking #breatheinthegood #breatheout #outdoors #goodforthesoul #goodforyourhealth #goodday #feelthealps #lucerne #luzern #justaday #turnoff #findsilence #justamoment #openyourheart #meditationspace #unplug #comfortzone]







Art that brightens our winter nights, gives pleasu


	                    [image: Art that brightens our winter nights, gives pleasure and makes one forget everyday life for a little while. Annually, Lucerne Light Festival transforms the city centre into a  light art exhibition. Tailor-made art pieces and installations by contemporary (international) artists, designers, and architects light up the inner city. The light artworks can be admired by boat, by bike, or on foot. The transient nature of life and the world around us... It’s a reminder to appreciate the beauty in impermanence, to find wonder in the passing moments that often go unnoticed. #illuminated #lightdesign #lucerne #luzern #lakelucerne #lucernebynight #vierwaldstättersee #nightwalk #nachtleben #lightart #salutogenese #quietnight #nighttimephotography #alongthelake #wirelessnetwork #creativeart #mehrlicht #breatheinbreatheout #mindfulwalking #tonighttonight #lightevent]







In the snowy mountains, enveloped in enchanting gl
            [image: In the snowy mountains, enveloped in enchanting glowing white I stumbled upon these inviting cabins – true havens of delight. With anticipation, I entered one, where delectable treats awaited a bite. Warmth embraced me, not just from the cozy cabin but also from an inviting lounge chairs outdoors. Beneath a clear sky, I settled in, savoring the #panorama, and as a sweet dessert, the peaks danced in the warm sunlight. A moment where time seemed to stand still. #nätschen #oberalppass #warmsunlight #clearskies #swissalps #swissmoments #snowymountains #andermatt #relaxingday #whitedesert #lazydayz #winterfun❄️ #breatheintheair #freshness #whitebeauty #winterspass #auf #soakingupthesun #wintersun #salutogenese #atmen #atempause #breathwork #beinehochlegen  #whataday #winterday #❄️]







Knowledge about yourself is Self-empowerment!
We a
[image: Knowledge about yourself is Self-empowerment! We are so unbelievably blessed to have all the things we have, all the opportunities and ideas and people and tasks and interests and experiences and responsibilities -  choosing to freak out about it all, rather than enjoying the living of our lives, is like throwing pearls before swine.  Because…. Everything comes in time to her who knows how to wait... With enough time and patience,  anything is possible. When it comes to accomplishing significant goals and visions, we are required to exhibit patience and fortitude, so much patience, as much as we’d think we’d need boldness and courage. ✨🌀✨ “The goal is to be as fully human as we possibly can be…. when we are in touch with our personal power, we are in touch with our Divinity.” - Virginia Satir 👀🙏🏻😊 #salutogenese #createyourpath #createyourpathcoaching #lucerne #personaldevelopmentcoach #individualsession #honoryourpath #honoryourfeelings #honouryourself #selfrespectiseverything #selfcompassioncoaching #moreselflove #moreunderstanding #letitwork #placeofpeace #innerpeace #infinitepossibilities #calmmind #balancedlifestyle #itcomestohernaturally #patienceisavirtue #letitbe #resilientbody #thosemoments #begentlewithyourself #attitudeofgratitude #kindredspirits #holisticpsychology #traumatherapie #counsellingpsychologist]
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Work
Private practice for life issues counseling with the approach to blend together humanistic psychology with spirituality, ancient multicultural folkways and shamanism:

herbcraft, orthomolecular medicine, holistic nutrition counseling, guided meditations, dreamwork, spiritual counseling, telephone consultation services, focusing oriented body therapy, breathing therapy, relationship counseling, PMR (Progressive Muscle Relaxation according to Jacobson), resource optimization.
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